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freeÂ .Q: Require JS - dynamically change
the option on a select tag I have some
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javascript code that changes the value on
the select tags. However as the page is
loaded some of these tags are empty with
the value set to "None". I want to modify
the code so that it checks to see if the
value is none or is empty, then if it is set to
display an alert asking the user to select
one of the options. Here is the code:
$(document).ready(function() {
$(".element").each(function(index) { var
elem = $(this); elem.val(elem.attr("datavalue")); }); }); So the real question
is...how can I modify this code so that it
adds an event to check for empty values?
A: Set the minlength attribute to ensure
that there is at least one value. You could
also replace val with:
elem.val(elem.filter(function () { return
$.trim(this.value) }).first().attr("datavalue")); which will ensure that the value is
actually set (unless it's "None"). If you want
the option to be selected, remove the
selected attribute. Air Line Pilots
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Association The Air Line Pilots Association
(ALPA), founded in 1946, is the largest
trade union representing pilots and flight
attendants of U.S. commercial airlines and
serves as an airline pilots' association.
ALPA's activities include 50b96ab0b6

RAR Rar is a self-extracting archive
management utility, with the added
ability to create, extract, and modify rar
archives. Whitesmoke Whitesmoke is a
grammatical software that checks English
grammar and writing for free. All All is a
power management software for
Microsoft Windows, first released in
October 2003. All requires no extra
installation. Raidleader Raidleader is a
disk array management software for
Microsoft Windows, first released in
October 2003. Raidleader requires no
extra installation. Pro Evolution Soccer
2012 Pro Evolution Soccer 2012 (stylized
as Pro Evolution Soccer 2012) is a football
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video game developed by Konami and
published by Konami for the PlayStation
Portable. Agile Bits Agile Bits is a software
company and software solutions provider.
Founded in 1999, the company is based
in Italy, and offers services in the U.S.,
Italy, Poland, Russia, Turkey, Romania,
Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary,
Poland, the Netherlands, Ukraine,
Australia, Japan, China, Brazil, South
Africa and Korea. EAS-Software EASSoftware (Electronic Asset Security
Solutions) is a data security solution
provider whose products include data
rights management, backup, archiving
and recovery, and network-based access
control.Q: Rails failing to update database
I'm trying to create a daemon that will
just run a method when rails is running. It
should just run, but as soon as I run rake
the daemon fails: (In han01-macbookpro.local) user@han01-macbookpro:~/Desktop/rails_daemon$ rake
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rails:update DEPRECATION WARNING:
Rake tasks in rails >= 2.3.11 will use allnew task system (See Run `rake
rails:update RAILS_ENV=test` to force use
of the old task system (See rails:update:
The Rake DSL is deprecated with Rails
2.3.11+ and has been made optional. See
Any ideas? A:
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